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The rapid adoption of Deep Learning (DL) systems in safety critical domains such as medical imaging and

autonomous driving urgently calls for ways to test their correctness and robustness. Borrowing from the

concept of test adequacy in traditional software testing, existing work on testing of DL systems initially

investigated DL systems from structural point of view, leading to a number of coverage metrics. Our lack of

understanding of the internal mechanism of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), however, means that coverage

metrics defined on the Boolean dichotomy of coverage are hard to intuitively interpret and understand. We

propose the degree of out-of-distribution-ness of a given input as its adequacy for testing: the more surprising

a given input is to the DNN under test, the more likely the system will show unexpected behavior for the input.

We develop the concept of surprise into a test adequacy criterion, called Surprise Adequacy (SA). Intuitively,

SA measures the difference in the behavior of the DNN for the given input and its behavior for the training

data. We posit that a good test input should be sufficiently, but not overtly, surprising compared to the training

dataset. This article evaluates SA using a range of DL systems from simple image classifiers to autonomous

driving car platforms, as well as both small and large data benchmarks ranging from MNIST to ImageNet.

The results show that the SA value of an input can be a reliable predictor of the correctness of the mode

behavior. We also show that SA can be used to detect adversarial examples, and also be efficiently computed

against large training dataset such as ImageNet using sampling.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deep Learning (DL) [37] is increasingly being incorporated into larger software systems, in-
cluding those traditionally considered to be safety critical, such as autonomous driving [5, 8] and
malware detection [12]. The rapid adoption is based on significant progress made by DL in many
different areas, such as image recognition [14, 34, 58], speech recognition [24], and machine transla-
tion [27, 57]. Such rapid adoption of DL systems has resulted in needs for validating their behavior,
as it is critically important that these larger systems are both correct and predictable. Unfortu-
nately, despite their impressive performances, DL systems are also known to exhibit unexpected
behavior under certain circumstances, of which we have growing evidence such as the case of an
autonomous driving vehicle that crashed into the other vehicle that did not yield as expected by the
autonomous driving system. However, most of existing software testing techniques are simply not
applicable to Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) inside the DL systems, due to their fundamental
differences from human written code [69]. For example, structural coverage [3], the most widely
used test adequacy metric in traditional software testing, is not meaningful for DL systems, as
their behavior is not encoded in any control flow structures.

Choosing effective inputs that can reveal unexpected behavior of System Under Test (SUT) is
a fundamental cornerstone of any software testing activity. Consequently, many novel approaches
toward measuring the adequacy of a test input for a given DNN have been proposed [41, 51, 61].
Given the lack of control flow structures in DNNs, these approaches fall back to a more fundamen-
tal principle in software testing, which is that the more diverse a set of input is the more effective
for fault detection it also is [16]. For example, DeepXplore, the seminal work of Pei et al. [51],
presented the Neuron Coverage (NC) (NC, the ratio of neurons whose activation values were
above a predefined threshold) as the measure of diversity of neuron behavior. Tian et al. [61]
showed that NC can be associated with unexpected behavior observed in DNN models trained for
autonomous driving tasks. Ma et al. [41], on the other hand, refined and extended NC in various
ways.

These newly proposed test adequacy metrics, however, are not without limitations, despite hav-
ing made significant advances over ad hoc testing of DL systems. A fundamental limitation lies not
within the way these adequacy metrics are designed, but in our understanding of how DNNs work.
While the explainability of DNNs is a critical research topic that has received a lot of attention [55],
we are still nowhere near the level of comprehension we have in source code when it comes to
understanding the functional role of an individual neuron in any DNN of practical complexity.
Consequently, it is difficult to interpret count based aggregation metrics such as NC: what does it
mean to cover an additional neuron by activating it above the given threshold? Higher NC would
indeed correlate with higher diversity of the input set, but only indirectly, without understanding
the specific relationship between inputs and model behavior.

Another limitation is one of granularity, and this does lie in the way the existing adequacy
metrics are designed. Many existing metrics are essentially count based aggregation of neuron
activation, meaning that we can only measure them against sets of inputs. Consequently, these
metrics do not work when we try to compare two individual inputs using them. Consider the
example of k-Multisection Neuron Coverage (KMNC) [41], which partitions the ranges of acti-
vation values of neurons, observed during training, into k buckets, and count the number of total
buckets covered by a set of inputs. When measured for a single input, the coverage will typically be
1
k

, unless the input activates some neurons outside the range observed during training, and there-
fore outside any buckets. Considering that comparison of individual test cases is the foundation
of many techniques that aim to improve the efficiency of testing [70], the fixed coarse granularity
at the input set level may limit how these adequacy metrics can be used. For example, given a
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newly collected input data, we may want to prioritize them based on their likelihood of revealing
undesired behavior of the DNN model under test.

We propose a new test adequacy metric, called Surprise Adequacy (SA), for DL systems to
overcome these limitations. Like existing adequacy metrics, SA also captures how neurons activate.
However, instead of counting neurons that activate above a certain threshold, SA focuses on how
similar the given input is to the data that the model under test has been trained with: the similarity
is measured via the similarity between neuron activations. Intuitively, a good test input set for a DL
system should be systematically diversified to include inputs ranging from those similar to training
data, to those significantly different and adversarial.1 The name, Surprise Adequacy, suggests that,
for effective testing of DL systems, the inputs should deliver appropriate levels of surprise to the
model. Too little, and we risk not finding any unexpected behavior as the DL system will handle
very familiar inputs without any problem; too high, and we risk wasting out effort for inputs that
are unlikely to be found in real world scenarios.

This article is an extended version of our conference article that introduced SA [29]. The con-
ference version included the following technical contributions:

— We propose SA, a fine grained test adequacy metric that measures the surprise of an input,
i.e., the difference in the behavior of a DL system between a given input and the training
data. Two concrete instances of SA, Likelihood-based SA (LSA) and Distance-based SA

(DSA), are proposed based on different ways to quantify surprise. Corresponding two cover-
age criteria, Likelihood-based Surprise Coverage (LSC) and Distance-based Surprise

Coverage (DSC), are shown to be correlated with existing coverage criteria for DL systems.
— We show that SA is sufficiently fine grained in capturing the behavior of DL systems by

training a highly accurate adversarial example classifier. Our adversarial example classifier
shows as much as 100% and 94.53% ROC-AUC score when applied to MNIST [38] and CIFAR-
10 [32] dataset, respectively.

— We conduct an experimentation to study whether SA metrics can guide retraining by prior-
itizing inputs to be used in the retraining dataset.

— We undertake all our experiments using publicly available DL systems ranging from small
benchmarks (MNIST and CIFAR-10) to a system for autonomous driving vehicles (Dave-2 [5]
and Chauffeur [1]). All implementations are available online.2

The article has been extended with the following technical contributions:

— The large size of the training dataset, and the resulting computational load, may limit the
applicability of the SA analysis. We study the impact of sampling training data for the SA
analysis to investigate the scalability of the approach. Our results show that SA values com-
puted using only 10% of the training data are still very closely correlated with the values
computed with the full training data, while achieving about five times average speed-up.

— The original work reduced the dimensionality of the AT vectors using manual thresholds for
variance in order to make LSA analysis computationally affordable. We study the impact of
this threshold-based dimensionality reduction by varying the threshold values and measur-
ing the impact on the accuracy of the resulting SA based analysis. Our results show that DSA
and MDSA (a recently proposed variant of SA; see the last item of this list), both of which
do not require variance based dimensionality reduction, can still benefit from the reduction.

1Experiments show benefits of diversity for general testing [16] and benefits of a “scale of distances” of test inputs for

robustness testing introduced in [52].
2Please refer to https://github.com/coinse/sadl.
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— We add a new study that investigates the correlation between different formulations of SA,
including the one based on Mahalanobis distance. The results show that they are largely
correlated.

— We add three more image classification benchmarks to expand the empirical evaluation and
gain more evidence for our claims: Street View House Numbers (SVHN) [47], CIFAR-
100 [32], and ImageNet [13]. SVHN and CIFAR-100 benchmarks are used to evaluate SA with
image classification. ImageNet is used to evaluate the impact of sampling when computing
SA, due to its significant size.

— We present an empirical evaluation of Mahalanobis Distance based Surprise Adequacy

(MDSA), which is a new type of SA metric based on Mahalanobis Distance [45] that has
been recently introduced by authors of the original conference article [30]. MDSA has been
only evaluated with a semantic segmentation DNN model [30] as well as natural language

processing (NLP) DNN models [31]; this extension presents a theoretical analysis on its
computational efficiency, and reports findings from its evaluation against a wide range of
image classification benchmarks.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our new test ade-
quacy metric, SA, and describes three concrete formulations: LSA, DSA, and MDSA. Section 3.1
presents our research questions, and Section 3 describes the experimental set-up of the empirical
evaluations that we conduct to answer the research questions. Section 4 presents the results from
empirical evaluations, and Section 5 addresses threats to validity. Section 6 discusses related work,
and Section 7 concludes.

2 SURPRISE ADEQUACY FOR DEEP LEARNING SYSTEMS

Many existing test adequacy criteria for DL systems aim at measuring the diversity of an input
set. NC [51] posits that the higher the number of neurons that are activated above a predefined
threshold, the more diverse input the DL system has been executed with. DeepGauge [41] proposed
a range of finer grained adequacy criteria including KMNC, which measures the ratio of activation
value buckets that have been covered across all neurons, and Neuron Boundary Coverage (NBC),
which measures the ratio of neurons that are activated beyond the ranges observed during training.

We argue that diversity in testing of DL systems is more meaningful when it is measured with
respect to the training data, as DL systems are likely to be more error prone for inputs that are un-
familiar, i.e., diverse. Furthermore, while neuron activation above thresholds, or beyond observed
ranges, may be closely related to diversity of the given input, they do not measure to what degree
the activations of the network for one input differs from the activations for another input. They
are fundamentally discretizations and do not utilize the fact that neuron activations are continu-
ous quantities. In contrast, our aim is to define an adequacy criterion that quantitatively measures
behavioral differences observed in a given set of inputs, relative to the training data.

2.1 Activation Trace and Surprise Adequacy

Let N = {n1,n2, . . .} be a set of neurons that constitutes a DL system D, and let X = {x1,x2, . . .} be
a set of inputs. We denote the activation value of a single neuron n with respect to an input x as
αn (x ). For an ordered (sub)set of neurons, let N ⊆ N, αN (x ) denote a vector of activation values,
each element corresponding to an individual neuron in N : the cardinality of αN (x ) is equal to |N |.
We call αN (x ) the Activation Trace (AT) of x over neurons in N . Similarly, let AN (X ) be a set of
activation traces, observed over neurons in N , for a set of inputs X : AN (X ) = {αN (x ) | x ∈ X }. We
note that the activation trace is trivially available after each execution of the network for a given
input.
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Since behaviors of DL systems are driven along the data-flow and not control-flow, we assume
that activation traces observed over all N with respect to X , AN (X ), fully captures the behaviors
of the DL system under investigation when executed using X .3

SA aims at measuring the relative novelty (i.e., surprise) of a given new input with respect to the
inputs used for training. Given a training set T, we first compute AN (T) by recording activation
values of all neurons using every input in the training dataset. Subsequently, given a new input
x , we measure how surprising x is when compared to T by comparing the activation trace of x to
AN (T). This quantitative similarity measure is called SA. We introduce three variants of SA, each
with different way of measuring the similarity between x and AN (T).4

Note that certain types of DL tasks allow us to focus on parts of the training set T to get more
precise and meaningful measurement of SA. For example, suppose we are testing a classifier with
a new input x , which is classified by the DL system under investigation as the class c . In this case,
the surprise of x is more meaningfully measured against AN (Tc ), in which Tc is the subset of T

where members are classified as c . Basically, the input might be surprising as an example of class
c even if not surprising in relation to the full set of training examples.

2.2 Likelihood-Based Surprise Adequacy

Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [62] is a way of estimating the probability density function
of a given random variable. Intuitively, it serves a similar purpose to that of a histogram, but
with the help of kernel functions, the probability density is represented as a continuous function.
The resulting density function allows the estimation of relative likelihood of a specific value of
the random variable. LSA uses KDE to estimate the probability density of each activation value
in AN (T), and obtains the surprise of a new input with respect to the estimated density. This
is an extension of existing work that uses KDE to detect adversarial examples [15]. To reduce
dimensionality and computational cost, we only consider the neurons in a selected layer NL ⊆ N,
which yields a set of activation traces, ANL

(X). To further reduce the computational cost, we filter
out neurons whose activation values show variance lower than a pre-defined threshold, t , as these
neurons will not contribute much information to KDE. The cardinality of each trace will be |NL |.
Gaussian kernel functionK is a basis of density estimation that determines the shape of distribution
and a bandwidth matrix H is a free variable that controls bias and variance of estimates. Given the
activation trace of the new input x , and xi ∈ T, KDE produces density function f̂ as follows:

f̂ (x ) =
1

|ANL
(T) |
∑
xi ∈T

KH (αNL
(x ) − αNL

(xi )). (1)

Since we want to measure the surprise of the input x , we need a metric that increases when
probability density decreases (i.e., the input is rarer compared to the training data), and vice versa
(i.e., the input is similar to the training data). Adopting common approach of converting probability
density to a measure of rareness [40, 60], we define LSA to be the negative of the log of density:

LSA(x ) = −loд( f̂ (x )). (2)

Note that extra information about input types can be used to make LSA more precise. For exam-
ple, given a DL classifier D, we expect inputs that share the same class label will have similar ATs.
We can exploit this by computing LSA per class, replacing T with {x ∈ T | D(x ) = c} for class c .
We use per-class LSA for DL classifiers in our empirical evaluation.

3For the sake of simplicity, we assume that it is possible to get the complete activation traces from all the neurons in a DL

system. For network architectures with loops, such as Recurrent Neural Nets (RNNs) [25], it is possible to unroll the loops

up to a predefined bound [61].
4However, the main idea is general and other, specific variants would result if using other similarity functions.
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Fig. 1. An example of DSA. Black dots represent ATs of training data inputs, whereas grey dots represent

ATs of new inputs, x1 and x2. Compared to distances from x1a and x2a to class c2, AT of x1 is farther out

from class c1 than that of x2, i.e., a1
b1
> a2

b2
(see Equations (3), (4), and (5)). Consequently, we decide that x1

is more surprising than x2 w.r.t. class c1.

2.3 Distance-Based Surprise Adequacy

An alternative to LSA is simply to use the distance between ATs as the measure of surprise. Here,
we define DSA using the Euclidean distance between the AT of a new input x and ATs observed
during training. Being a distance metric, DSA is ideally suited to exploit the boundaries between
inputs, as can be seen in the classification example in Figure 1. By comparing the distances a1 and
a2 (i.e., distance between the AT of a new input and the reference point, which is the nearest AT of
training data in c1) to distancesb1 andb2 (i.e., distance to c2 measured from the reference point), we
get a sense of how close to the class boundary the new inputs are. We posit that, for classification
problems, inputs that are closer to class boundaries are more surprising and valuable in terms of
test input diversity. On the other hand, for tasks without any boundaries between inputs, such
as prediction of appropriate steering angle for autonomous driving car, DSA may not be easily
applicable. With no class boundaries, an AT of a new input being far from that of another training
input does not guarantee that the new input is surprising, as the AT may still be located in crowded
parts of the AT space. Consequently, we only apply DSA for classification tasks, for which it can
be more effective than LSA (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for more details).

Let us assume that a DL system D, which consists of a set of neurons N, is trained for a classi-
fication task with a set of classes C , using a training dataset T. Given the set of activation traces
AN (T), a new input x , and a predicted class of the new input cx ∈ C , we define the reference point
xa to be the closest neighbor of x that shares the same class. The distance between x and xa follows
from the definition:

xa = argmin
D(xi )=cx

‖αN (x ) − αN (xi )‖,

dista = ‖αN (x ) − αN (xa )‖
(3)

Subsequently, from xa , we find the closest neighbor of xa in a class other than cx , xb , and the
distance distb , as follows:

xb = argmin
D(xi )∈C\{cx }

‖αN (xa ) − αN (xi )‖,

distb = ‖αN (xa ) − αN (xb )‖
. (4)

Intuitively, DSA aims at comparing the distance from the AT of a new input x to known ATs
belonging to its own class, cx , to the known distance between ATs in class cx and ATs in other
classes inC \ {cx }. If the former is relatively larger than the latter, x would be a surprising input for
class cx to the classifying DL system D. While there are multiple ways to formalize this we select
a simple one and calculate DSA as the ratio between dista and distb .

DSA(x ) =
dista
distb

. (5)
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2.4 Mahalanobis Distance-Based Surprise Adequacy

DSA is computed using the relative distance between learnt boundaries of all training inputs, which
is only applicable to classification problems and it is hard to find the best formulation represent-
ing the surprise of the input. Recently, a more direct and general DSA named MDSA has been
introduced by the authors of the original conference article [30]. MDSA exploits Mahalanobis Dis-
tance [45] that measures the distance between a point and a distribution. As a distance metric,
MDSA aims to be increased when the training inputs are far from the new input, and vice versa.
Let the mean ofAN (T) be μ, and covariance matrix ofAN (T) be C. Then, we calculate Mahalanobis
distance between AT of the new input (a point) and a set of ATs of training inputs (a distribution)
as follows:

MDSA(x ) =
√

(x − μ )ᵀC(x − μ ). (6)

MDSA has been originally evaluated against the semantic segmentation task [30] as well as
various NLP tasks [31]: this article compares its performance to other types of SA metrics using a
wide range of image classification benchmarks for which the existing SA metrics are evaluated.

Although MDSA and LSA share similar interpretations of measuring distance between the dis-
tribution of training inputs and new input, MDSA is computationally less costly than LSA and
DSA, once its covariance matrix and mean vector have been pre-calculated, since it uses neither
individual training inputs nor KDE. In that sense, MDSA generalizes well to large datasets such
as ImageNet. More formally, the pre-calculation step of MDSA has an algorithmic complexity of
O (N ∗ d2 + d2.373) where N is the number of activation traces, and d their dimension (length).
Which of the two factors dominate will depend on how N and d relate. Typically, for complex
DNN architectures, the dimension of an activation trace (d) will be much larger than the number
of inputs (N ) available. Thus, if the best known algorithm for matrix inversion is used [65], the
overall complexity will be O (d2.373), given that typically d0.373 > N . Once the pre-calculation is
done, calculating the distance to a new activation trace is dominated by matrix multiplication and
has an algorithmic complexity of O (d2).

In addition to being faster to compute, MDSA can, similar to LSA, use extra information that
computes MDSA per class if it targets classification problems. We, therefore, use per-class MDSA
by default in the experiment.

2.5 Surprise Coverage

Given a set of inputs, we can also measure the range of SA values the set covers, called Surprise

Coverage (SC). Since SA is defined in continuous spaces, we use bucketing to discretize the space
of surprise and define both LSC, DSC, MDSC. Given a lower bound L, upper boundU , and buckets
B = {b1,b2, . . . ,bn } that divide (L,U ] into n segments where bi = (L + U−L

n
× (i − 1),L + U−L

n
× i],

SC for a set of inputs X is defined as follows:

SC (X ) =
|{bi | ∃x ∈ X : SA(x ) ∈ bi }|

n
. (7)

A set of inputs with high SC is a diverse set of inputs ranging from similar to those seen during
training (i.e., low SA) to very different from what was seen during training (i.e., high SA). We argue
that an input set for a DL system should not only be diversified, but systematically diversified
considering SA. Recent results also validate this notion by showing that more distant test inputs
were more likely to lead to exceptions but might not be as relevant for testing [52].

While we use the term cover and coverage, the implications of SA based coverage is different from
the traditional structural coverage. First, unlike most of the structural coverage criteria, there is no
finite set of targets to cover, as in statement or branch coverage: an input can, at least in theory, be
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arbitrarily surprising. However, an input with arbitrarily high SA value may simply be irrelevant,
or at least less interesting, to the problem domain (e.g., an image of a traffic sign will be irrelevant
to the testing of animal photo classifiers). As such, SC can only be measured with respect to pre-
defined upper bound, in the same way the theoretically infinite path coverage is bounded by a
parameter [71]. Second, SC does not render itself to a combinatorial set cover problem, which the
test suite minimization is often formulated into [70]. This is because a single input yields only a
single SA value and cannot belong to multiple SA buckets. The sense of redundancy with respect to
SC as a coverage criterion is weaker than that of structural coverage, for which a single input can
cover multiple targets. While we aim at showing that SA can guide the better selection of inputs,
rigorous study of optimization of test suites for DL systems remains a future work. However, as
we show with our empirical studies, SC can still guide test input selection.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We investigate a total of eight research questions listed below. To answer them, we evaluate SA
on seven different DL systems using (a) the original test sets, (b) adversarial examples generated
by five attack strategies, and (c) synthetic inputs generated by DeepXplore [51] and DeepTest [61].
This section describes the studied DL systems, input generation methods, and experimental
configurations.

3.1 Research Questions

Our empirical evaluation is designed to answer the following research questions.

• RQ1. Surprise: Is SA capable of capturing the relative surprise of an input of a DL system?
• RQ2. Layer Sensitivity: Does the selection of the layer used for SA computation has any

impact on how accurately SA reflects the behavior of DL systems?
• RQ3. Coverage: How sensitive is SC to the new input sets? Is SC correlated to existing

coverage criteria for DL systems?
• RQ4. Sampling: What is the impact of training set sampling to the effectiveness of capturing

relative surprise of an input?
• RQ5. Variance Threshold: What is the effect of variance threshold, not only on LSA, but

also on DSA and MDSA?
• RQ6. Scalability: Is SA scalable to a complex model trained on a large dataset?
• RQ7. SA Correlation: Are the ranks of LSA, DSA, and MDSA correlated?
• RQ8. Guidance: Can SA guide retraining of DL systems to improve their accuracy against

adversarial examples and synthetic test inputs generated by DeepXplore?

3.2 Datasets and DL Systems

Table 1 lists the subject datasets and models of DL systems.5 MNIST [38], CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 [33],
and ImageNet [54] are widely used datasets for machine learning research. CIFAR-100 has 100 dif-
ferent classes, ImageNet has 1,000 different classes, and other datasets have ten different classes.
For MNIST, we adopt the widely studied five layer Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet)
with max-pooling and dropout layers. It achieves 99.36% accuracy on the provided test set. Simi-
larly, the adopted models for CIFAR-10 and SVHN are a 12-layer ConvNet and six layer ConvNet
with max-pooling and dropout layers. They achieve 81.88% and 92.51% accuracy on the provided

5Note that we use the name of a dataset on behalf of the name of a model for classifiers and vice versa for others (i.e.,

Dave-2 and Chauffeur).
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Table 1. List of Datasets and Models Used in the Study

Dataset Description DNN Model # of Neuron Synthetic Inputs Performance

MNIST Handwritten digit images
composed of 50,000 images for
training and 10,000 images for
testing.

Five layer ConvNet
with max-pooling
and dropout layers.

788 FGSM, BIM-A,
BIM-B, JSMA,
C&W.

99.36%
(Accuracy)

SVHN Real-world dataset of house
numbers for object recognition,
composed of 73,257 images for
training and 26,032 images for
testing.

Six layer ConvNet
with max-pooling,
batch normalization,
and dropout layers.

3,092 FGSM, BIM-A,
BIM-B, JSMA,
C&W.

92.51%
(Accuracy)

CIFAR-10 Object recognition dataset in ten
different classes composed of
50,000 images for training and
10,000 images for testing.

12 layer ConvNet
with max-pooling
and dropout layers.

7,796 FGSM, BIM-A,
BIM-B, JSMA,
C&W.

81.88%
(Accuracy)

CIFAR-100 Object recognition dataset having
100 different classes, composed of
50,000 images for training and
10,000 images for testing.

44 layer ResNet [23] 5,963 FGSM, BIM-A,
BIM-B, C&W.

50.54%
(Accuracy)

ImageNet A large visual dataset for object
recognition, composed of 1,281,167
images for training, 50,000 images
for validation. We use validation
set for testing.

93 layer
InceptionV3 [59]

76,267 – 76.28%
(Accuracy)

Udacity
Self-driving
Car
Challenge

Self-driving car dataset that
contains camera images from the
vehicle, composed of 101,396
images for training and 5,614
images for testing. The goal of the
challenge is to predict steering
wheel angle.

Dave-2 [5]
architecture from
Nvidia.

1,560 DeepXplore’s
test input
generation via
joint
optimization.

0.09 (MSE)

Chauffeur [1]
architecture with
CNN and LSTM.

1,940 DeepTest’s
combined
transformation.

0.10 (MSE)

test set, respectively. To evaluate SA on larger DL systems, we use ResNet [23] and InceptionV3 [59]
for CIFAR-100 and ImageNet, much more complex models that include 44 and 93 activation layers.

For evaluation of SA for DL systems in safety critical domains, we use the Udacity self-driving
car challenge dataset [2], which contains a collection of camera images from the driving car. As its
aim is to predict steering wheel angle, the model accuracy is measured using Mean Squared Error

(MSE) between actual and predicted steering angles. We use a pre-trained Dave-2 model [5], which
is a public artefact provided by DeepXplore,6 and a pre-trained Chauffeur model [1], made publicly
available by the Udacity self-driving car challenge. Dave-2 consists of nine layers including five
convolutional layers, and achieves 0.09 in MSE. Chauffeur consists of both a ConvNet and an LSTM
sub-model, and achieves 0.10 in MSE.

3.3 Adversarial Examples and Synthetic Inputs

SA is evaluated using both adversarial examples and synthetic test inputs. Adversarial examples
are crafted by applying, to the original input, small perturbations imperceptible to humans, un-
til the DL system under investigation behaves incorrectly [21]. We rely on adversarial attacks
to generate input images: these generated images are more likely to reveal robustness issues in
the DL systems than the test inputs provided by the original datasets. We use five widely stud-
ied attack strategies to evaluate SA: Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [21], Basic Itera-

tive Method (BIM-A, BIM-B) [35], Jacobian-based Saliency Map Attack (JSMA) [50], and

6DeepXplore is available from: https://github.com/peikexin9/deepxplore.
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Table 2. Configurations

DNN NC NLCs Layer LSC DSC MDSC
Model th k n L U n L U n L U
ConvNet (MNIST) 0.5 1,000 activation_3 1,000 −180.0 2,000.0 1,000 0.0 2.0 1,000 0.0 2,000.0
ConvNet (CIFAR-10) 0.5 1,000 activation_6 1,000 −200.0 400.0 1,000 0.0 2.5 1,000 0.0 2,000.0
ConvNet (SVHN) 0.5 1,000 activation_4 1,000 0.0 2,500.0 1,000 0.0 3.2 1,000 0.0 6,000.0
ResNet (CIFAR-100) 0.5 1,000 activation_43 1,000 −5.0 3,200.0 1,000 0.0 2.5 1,000 0.0 6,000.0
InceptionV3 (ImageNet) 0.5 1,000 activation_93 – – – – – – – – –
Dave-2 0.5 1,000 block1_conv2 1,000 0.0 80.0 N/A 1,000 0.0 150.0
Chauffeur 0.5 1,000 convolution2d_11 1,000 −70.0 0.0 N/A 1,000 0.0 130.0

Carlini&Wagner (C&W) [7]. Our implementation of these strategies is based on cleverhans [49]
and a framework of Ma et al. [44].

For Dave-2 and Chauffeur, we use the state-of-the-art synthetic input generation algorithms,
DeepXplore [51] and DeepTest [61]. Both algorithms are designed to synthesize new test input
from existing ones with the aim of detecting erroneous behaviors in autonomous driving vehicle.
For Dave-2, we use DeepXplore’s input generation via joint optimization algorithm, whose aim is
to generate inputs that lead multiple DL systems trained independently, but using the same train-
ing data, to disagree with each other. Using Dave-2 and its two variants, Dave-dropout and Dave-
norminit, we collect synthetic inputs generated by lighting effect (Light), occlusion by a single
black rectangle (SingleOcc), and occlusion by multiple black rectangles (MultiOcc). For Chauffeur,
we synthesize new inputs by iteratively applying random transformations provided by DeepTest
to original input images: translation, scale, shear, rotation, contrast, brightness, and blur.

3.4 Configurations

For all research questions, the default activation variance threshold for LSA is set to 10−5, and the
bandwidth for KDE is set using Scott’s Rule [56]. Except for RQ2, we use the default layer listed in
Table 2. For the computation of other coverage criteria used in RQ3, we use the configurations in
Table 2. The threshold of NC is set to 0.5. For NLCs, we all set the number of sections (k) to 1,000.
For LSC, DSC, and MDSC, we manually choose the number of buckets (n), the lower bound (L),
and the upper bound (U ). For RQ8, we perform 20 runs of retraining for each subject and report
the statistics.

All experiments were performed on machines equipped with Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, Intel
i7-8700 CPU, 32 GB RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS. All models and scripts are implemented
using Keras v.2.3.1.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Input Surprise (RQ1)

We provide answers to RQ1 from two different angles. First, we compute the SA of each test input
included in the original dataset, and see if a DL classifier finds inputs with higher surprise more
difficult to correctly classify. We expect more surprising input to be harder to correctly classify.
Second, we choose three sets of synthesized inputs by DeepTest with high, middle, and low SA
values, to visually confirm the expectation that the higher SA value is computed, the more the
image is transformed (e.g., rotated).

Figure 2 shows how the classification accuracy changes when we classify sets of images of
growing sizes from the test inputs included in each dataset. The sets of images corresponding to
the red dots (Ascending SA) start with images with the lowest SA, and increasingly include images
with higher SA in the ascending order of SA; the sets of images corresponding to the blue dots
grow in the opposite direction (i.e., from images with the highest SA to lower SA). As a reference,
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of test inputs for each dataset, selected from the input with the lowest SA, increasingly in-

cluding inputs with higher SA, and vice versa (i.e., from the input with the highest SA to inputs with lower SA).

the green dots show the mean accuracy of randomly growing sets across 20 repetitions. Each row
corresponds to the dataset and each column corresponds to the type of SA. It is clear that including
images with higher SA values, i.e., more surprising images, leads to lower accuracy.

As adversarial examples are hard to be recognized by even humans, we alternatively chose sets
of inputs synthesized for Chauffeur by DeepTest, as well as for Dave-2 by DeepXplore, to visually
confirm our hypothesis. Figure 3 shows the synthetic images by DeepTest from three different
SA levels: Low, Medium, and High, each of which consists of six images of which the first three
images are picked by LSA and the rest three images are picked by MDSA. The results suggest that
the higher the SA values are, the harder it is to recognise images visually.

On the same conditions that use three different SA levels, Figure 4 shows the synthetic images
by DeepXplore. The columns represent three groups of images (i.e., groups of three consecutive
columns) based on the modification strategy. Odd rows show images selected by LSA and even
row show images selected by MDSA. The results are in line with the DeepTest-Chauffeur case. In
addition, it shows that even if the images are not much distorted visually, they can have high SA
values: some high LSA and MDSA images have a brownish tinge that can be surprising due to
their rareness in the training set.

Both quantitatively and visually, the observed trends support our claim that SA captures input
surprise: even for unseen inputs, SA can measure how surprising the given input is, which is
directly related to the performance of the DL system.

Answer to RQ1: SA can capture the relative surprise of inputs. Inputs with higher SA are
harder to correctly classify; adversarial examples show higher SA values and can be classified
based on SA accordingly.
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Fig. 3. Synthetic images for Chauffeur model generated by DeepTest. The three images on the left are picked

based on LSA and three images on the right are picked based on MDSA. Images with higher LSA or MDSA

values tend to be harder to recognize and interpret visually.

4.2 Impact of Layer Selection (RQ2)

Bengio et al. suggest that deeper layers represent higher level features of the input [4]: subsequent
work that introduced KDE based adversarial example detection technique [15] assumes the deep-
est (i.e., the last hidden) layer to contain the most information helpful for detection. RQ2 evaluates
this assumption in the context of SA by considering all individual layers. For each adversarial at-
tack strategy, we generate the same number of adversarial examples using the original test images
provided by each dataset. Using only one percent of both original test images and adversarial ex-
amples, all chosen randomly, we compute SA values for each layer and train the simple logistic
regression classifier. Lastly, we evaluate the trained classifiers using the SA values from the remain-
ing 99% of original test images and adversarial examples. The evaluation metric we use is Area

Under Curve of Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC-AUC) that captures both true and
false positive rates [6].

Figure 5 shows ROC-AUC of classification of adversarial examples for each pair of SA and model.
Each row corresponds to the model and each column corresponds to the SA used to train and test
the classifier. The points in each figure represent the result of the classifier trained on the SA
from the specific layer of the model; the x-axis represents the layers ordered by their depth, e.g.,
activation_3 (noted as 3) is the deepest and the last hidden layer in MNIST.

Overall, there is no strong evidence that the deepest layer produces the most accurate classifier:
only for 17 out of 57 cases, the classifiers trained using the deepest layer show the best performance
in terms of the detection of adversarial examples. The cases for which ROC-AUC scores are 100%
(11 out of 736 cases) mean that SA values make a clear separation between the original test inputs
and adversarial examples. However, for 15 out of 736 cases, ROC-AUC scores are lower than 50,
meaning that there are no differences between SA values of the test set and adversarial examples,
or the SA values of adversarial examples are lower than the SA values of the test set. For instance,
LSA values of C&W from activation_3 of MNIST are lower than the original test set (i.e., C&W
adversarial examples are less surprising than the original test data): this results in the low ROC-
AUC value of 37.96%.
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Fig. 4. In addition to Figure 3, we showcase the synthetic images for Dave-2 model generated by DeepXplore.

Each column group (three consecutive columns) represents different modification strategy. Images in odd

rows are selected based on their LSA values and images in even rows are selected based on their MDSA

values.

Answer to RQ2: All subject models are sensitive to the selection of layers it is computed
from, and it is hard to tell that they benefit from choosing the deeper layer. The layer sensi-
tivity varies across different adversarial example generation strategies.

4.3 Correlation between SC and Other Criteria (RQ3)

In addition to capturing input surprise, we want SC to be sensitive to the new input sets as well
as consistent with existing coverage criteria based on counting aggregation. If not, there is a risk
that SC is in fact measuring something other than input diversity. For this, RQ3 checks whether
SC is correlated with other criteria. We control the input diversity by cumulatively adding inputs
generated by different methods (i.e., different adversarial example generation techniques or input
synthesis techniques), execute the studied DL systems with these inputs, and compare the observed
changes of various coverage criteria including SC and four existing ones: DeepXplore’s NC [61]
and three Neuron-level Coverages (NLCs) introduced by DeepGauge [41]: KMNC, NBC, and
Strong Neuron Activation Coverage (SNAC).
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Fig. 5. ROC-AUC of classification of adversarial examples using SA per layers on the subject datasets. The

x-axis represents activation layer number (e.g., activation_3 refers to 3).

We start from the original test data provided by the dataset and add 1,000 adversarial examples,
generated by FGSM, BIM-A, BIM-B, JSMA, and C&W, at each step. For Dave-2, we start from the
original test data (5,614 images) and add 700 synthetic images generated by DeepXplore at each
step. For Chauffeur, each step adds 1,000 synthetic images (Set1 to Set3), each produced by applying
a number of DeepTest transformations.

Table 3 shows how different coverage criteria respond to increasing diversity levels. Columns
represent steps, at each of which more inputs are added to the original test set cumulatively. In ad-
dition, Figure 6 visualizes the results. If the increase in coverage at a step is less than 0.1 percentage
point when compared to the previous step, the value is underlined. The threshold of 0.1 percentage
point is based on the finest step change possible for LSC, DSC, MDSC, as well as KMNC, as all four
use bucketing with k = 1,000. We acknowledge that the threshold is arbitrary, and provide it only
as a supporting aid. Note that DSC cannot be computed for Dave-2 and Chauffeur, since they are
not classifiers (see Section 2.3).

Overall, most of the studied criteria increase more than 0.1 percentage point as additional inputs
are added at each step (147 out of 169 cases). The notable exception is NC, which plateaus against
many steps. This is in line with results in existing work [41]. However, LSC, DSC, and MDSC show
a clear increase to most of the additional inputs, while there is only one exception in MDSC when
adding C&W inputs generated for CIFAR-10.

There exists an interplay between the type of added inputs and how different criteria respond:
SNAC, KMNC, and NBC show significant increases with the addition of BIM-B examples to CIFAR-
10, but change little when C&W inputs are added. However, only SNAC and NBC exhibit a similar
increase with the addition of input Set 1 for Chauffeur, while KMNC increases more steadily.
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Fig. 6. Visualisation of Table 3. As additional sets of inputs (x-axis) are added to the original test set, various

coverage criteria (y-axis) increase.

Answer to RQ3: Overall, with the exception of NC, SC is correlated with other coverage
criteria, such as SNAC, KMNC, and NBC. SC is also more sensitive to the additional inputs
than the other studied criteria.

4.4 Training Set Sampling (RQ4)

Training DNNs typically suffers from processing large and high-dimensional datasets, which moti-
vates GPU-accelerated computing these days. Computing SA has the same problem since it needs
a large number of forward-passes for all training inputs to extract their ATs. However, one of the
aims of computing SA for testing is to get the ranks of the inputs by their SA values: from images
with high SA values that may be marked as important ones to be considered for further testing to
images with low SA values that could be ignored. Therefore, to alleviate the cost of the large train-
ing set and to see how much tradeoff occurs between correct ranks (i.e., same ranks as using all
training inputs) and execution time, we sample training set with sample rates 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7,
and compute SA using the sampled training set. Then, we compute Spearman’s rank correlation
between the relative ranks from the original training set and the ranks from the sampled training
set. If the correlation is strong and positive, we can decrease the computational cost without ad-
verse effects on the SA ranks. Note that we use uniform random sampling, as we do not make any
assumptions about the model or the training data at the time of sampling. With a sufficiently large
sample size, uniform random sampling can represent any underlying distribution.

Table 4 presents the results of Spearman’s rank correlation between SA values computed from
the original training set and sampled set. The column “ρ” represents the average correlation co-
efficient, “p” represents the average two-sided p-value whose null hypothesis is that two sets are
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Table 3. Changes in Various Coverage Criteria Against Increasing Input Diversity

DNN Criteria Test Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
Model + FGSM + BIM-A + BIM-B + JSMA + C&W

MNIST

NC 66.24 67.51 67.77 67.77 67.77 69.92
KMNC 70.59 72.66 73.41 77.63 78.65 78.69
NBC 8.31 12.63 14.78 37.50 40.86 48.48
SNAC 13.20 17.64 20.56 63.07 65.36 69.80
LSC 34.10 37.50 40.70 57.20 70.60 71.00
DSC 46.00 61.80 67.40 72.50 74.00 74.20
MDSC 53.50 59.50 63.90 73.10 81.60 82.20

SVHN

NC 88.45 88.45 88.45 88.45 88.45 88.45
KMNC 60.41 61.53 61.82 67.70 67.90 67.99
NBC 17.82 19.19 20.42 51.65 51.71 51.71
SNAC 27.23 28.98 31.08 89.62 89.62 89.62
LSC 43.30 48.60 49.60 73.80 75.60 78.00
DSC 48.10 52.10 52.80 56.60 60.00 63.70
MDSC 44.00 47.50 48.80 81.30 82.40 85.20

CIFAR-10

NC 63.88 64.07 64.12 64.14 64.28 64.65
KMNC 33.42 33.96 34.28 42.66 42.95 43.09
NBC 5.76 6.56 6.70 37.14 37.84 38.40
SNAC 8.44 9.93 10.21 52.62 53.94 54.68
LSC 34.30 38.80 39.80 78.90 79.50 80.00
DSC 64.80 68.00 68.80 78.60 79.90 80.30
MDSC 31.10 35.20 37.00 72.00 72.60 72.60

CIFAR-100

NC 78.24 78.34 78.37 78.41 78.42
KMNC 60.28 61.99 62.61 63.10 63.44
NBC 13.62 16.73 16.94 17.10 17.15
SNAC 14.11 17.85 18.12 18.32 18.36
LSC 15.90 16.70 17.10 17.70 22.20
DSC 62.60 63.20 64.30 65.10 67.80
MDSC 16.40 16.80 17.20 18.20 23.00

DNN Criteria Test + Single- + Multi- + Light
Model Occ Occ

Dave-2

NC 79.55 80.90 81.67 83.46
KMNC 36.20 38.39 40.18 42.27
NBC 1.79 7.37 8.14 10.06
SNAC 3.53 14.68 16.22 19.62
LSC 38.80 48.30 55.40 61.00
MDSC 45.20 56.10 64.40 73.50

DNN Criteria Test + Set 1 + Set 2 + Set 3
Model

Chauffeur

NC 27.22 27.94 28.00 28.10
KMNC 51.76 54.61 56.74 58.50
NBC 31.20 40.91 44.81 46.57
SNAC 33.16 42.82 45.61 47.73
LSC 47.20 49.50 54.10 55.80
MDSC 49.50 52.10 56.00 57.70

We put additional inputs into the original test inputs and observe changes in coverage values.

Table 4. Spearman’s Rank Correlation Between SA Values Computed from the Original Training Set

and Sampled Training Set Averaged Across 20 Repetitions

DNN Sample LSA DSA MDSA
Model Rate ρ p tall tsample speed-up ρ p tall tsample speed-up ρ p tall tsample speed-up

MNIST

0.1 0.94 0.00 84.38 12.08 6.99 0.88 0.00 494.33 44.06 11.22 0.98 0.00 7.76 5.59 1.39
0.3 0.98 0.00 84.38 29.78 2.83 0.92 0.00 494.33 144.95 3.41 1.00 0.00 7.76 6.31 1.23
0.5 0.99 0.00 84.38 43.07 1.96 0.95 0.00 494.33 250.70 1.97 1.00 0.00 7.76 6.87 1.13
0.7 1.00 0.00 84.38 57.12 1.48 0.97 0.00 494.33 354.81 1.39 1.00 0.00 7.76 7.16 1.09

SVHN

0.1 0.98 0.00 324.80 49.84 6.52 0.92 0.00 1804.53 134.56 13.41 0.99 0.00 15.55 9.94 1.56
0.3 0.99 0.00 324.80 99.54 3.26 0.95 0.00 1804.53 470.97 3.83 1.00 0.00 15.55 11.16 1.39
0.5 1.00 0.00 324.80 158.50 2.05 0.97 0.00 1804.53 803.54 2.25 1.00 0.00 15.55 12.70 1.22
0.7 1.00 0.00 324.80 219.67 1.48 0.98 0.00 1804.53 1128.83 1.60 1.00 0.00 15.55 13.95 1.11

CIFAR-10

0.1 0.95 0.00 88.51 16.85 5.25 0.80 0.00 432.23 41.96 10.30 0.98 0.00 25.57 10.14 2.52
0.3 0.98 0.00 88.51 36.22 2.44 0.86 0.00 432.23 125.83 3.44 1.00 0.00 25.57 13.74 1.86
0.5 0.99 0.00 88.51 50.48 1.75 0.90 0.00 432.23 218.18 1.98 1.00 0.00 25.57 17.29 1.48
0.7 0.99 0.00 88.51 65.07 1.36 0.94 0.00 432.23 310.61 1.39 1.00 0.00 25.57 20.61 1.24

CIFAR-100

0.1 nan nan 26.89 13.90 1.93 0.83 0.00 332.65 38.56 8.63 0.64 0.00 20.29 11.09 1.83
0.3 0.95 0.00 26.89 16.95 1.59 0.88 0.00 332.65 95.14 3.50 0.96 0.00 20.29 13.25 1.53
0.5 0.98 0.00 26.89 19.62 1.37 0.91 0.00 332.65 169.39 1.96 0.99 0.00 20.29 15.47 1.31
0.7 0.99 0.00 26.89 22.12 1.22 0.95 0.00 332.65 240.33 1.38 0.99 0.00 20.29 17.67 1.15

Dave-2

0.1 0.92 0.00 67.97 8.62 7.89 - - - - - 0.99 0.00 0.08 0.07 1.14
0.3 0.97 0.00 67.97 18.66 3.64 - - - - - 1.00 0.00 0.08 0.07 1.14
0.5 0.98 0.00 67.97 30.42 2.23 - - - - - 1.00 0.00 0.08 0.07 1.14
0.7 0.99 0.00 67.97 45.39 1.50 - - - - - 1.00 0.00 0.08 0.07 1.13

Chauffeur

0.1 0.97 0.00 91.81 34.49 2.66 - - - - - 1.00 0.00 0.14 0.11 1.28
0.3 0.99 0.00 91.81 47.53 1.93 - - - - - 1.00 0.00 0.14 0.12 1.20
0.5 1.00 0.00 91.81 65.43 1.40 - - - - - 1.00 0.00 0.14 0.12 1.13
0.7 1.00 0.00 91.81 78.80 1.17 - - - - - 1.00 0.00 0.14 0.12 1.14

For all cases, correlation coefficient (ρ) is high (>0.80), which means that, only using 10% of training set, we can rank

inputs by SA values like using the original training set.

uncorrelated, and “speed-up” represents the average speed-up when SA values are computed from
the sampled training set.

All sample rates show a strong positive correlation with no sampling as high ρ values (0.96 on
average) and low p-values (0.00 on average) suggest, meaning that only using 10% of the training
set, we can have similar ranks of SA values. As expected, the highest average speed-up is 5.28x
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with a sample rate of 0.1, followed by 0.3 (2.39x), 0.5 (1.65x), and 0.7 (1.30x). DSA gets more benefits
from sampling than LSA and MDSA since DSA computes distances between training inputs and
new input each time. When we sample the training set of SVHN with a sample rate of 0.1, DSA
becomes 13.41 times faster. On the other hand, the average speed-up of MDSA is relatively low:
the highest speed-up of MDSA is 2.52x in the case of CIFAR-10. This is because MDSA makes use
of training set to compute mean and covariance only once, which is much faster than computing
KDE or distances for DSA.

Answer to RQ4: The ranks from the sampled training set are aligned with the original SA
ranks from the full training set. The average speed-up with a sample rate of 0.1 is on average
5.28x and DSA are shown to take advantage of training set sampling more than LSA and
MDSA.

4.5 Effect of Variance Threshold (RQ5)

LSA computation is based on KDE that sometimes fails if the variances of activation values of some
neurons are too low. Those neurons should be eliminated for KDE which motivates our use of a
variance threshold in LSA. Moreover, we hypothesize that filtering out neurons whose variances
are lower than the pre-defined threshold can help compute more stable and accurate SA values
because such neurons may disturb the approximation of SA.7

RQ5 studies the effects of variance threshold: first, we select five variance thresholds: 10−1, 10−2,
10−3, 10−4, 10−5, and an experimental case that does not filter any neurons. In turn, we train
SA-based classifiers and see the changes of ROC-AUC scores against variance thresholds. If we
can find a tendency between ROC-AUC score and variance threshold, we can recommend using a
specific variance threshold as a default even for DSA or MDSA. Note that selecting the variance
threshold is a practical concern. One may want to find the threshold that just works (i.e., there are
sufficient neurons left for KDE), or one may seek the threshold that shows the best performance.

Table 5 shows the changes of ROC-AUC against the variance threshold used for SA computation.
The column “th” represents the variance threshold and “None” is a case that does not use the
variance threshold. The column “before” shows the original number of neurons and the column
“after” shows the number of remaining neurons after thresholding. The highest ROC-AUC scores
for each attack strategy are typeset in bold.

The results indicate that, for all the subjects, there is no such case in which the variance threshold
has to be used to make LSA computation possible, as ROC-AUC values in “None” represent.8 Also,
SVHN and CIFAR-100 are shown to have ATs whose variances are high. Thus, they are insensitive
to the changes of variation threshold: from 10−2 to None of CIFAR-100 and from 10−3 to None of
SVHN, neurons are not eliminated at all and classifiers produce the same and the highest ROC-AUC
scores. On the other hand, MNIST and CIFAR-10 take advantage of using the variance threshold: for
34 out of 45 cases, ROC-AUC scores are higher than the scores of not using the variance threshold.
The threshold 10−3 shows the highest ROC-AUC score in 18 cases, followed by 6 cases of 10−4, 5
cases of 10−5, and 5 cases of None.

7Actually, it is not possible to define the meaning of accurate SA value because there is no ground truth value. As an

alternative, we approximate the accuracy of SA by its fit-for-purpose/usefulness, and compare the ROC-AUC scores of

SA-based classifiers for different variance thresholds.
8We note that LSA computation of ImageNet in RQ7 (see Section 4.7) is not possible when the variance threshold is 10−5.
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Table 5. ROC-AUC of SA-based Classification of Adversarial Examples with

Different Variance Thresholds, th

DNN SA th before after FGSM BIM-A BIM-B JSMA C&W DNN SA th before after FGSM BIM-A BIM-B JSMA C&W

M
N

IS
T

LSA

10−1 128 0 - - - - -

C
IF

A
R

-1
0

LSA

10−1 128 0 - - - - -
10−2 128 4 83.78 57.15 73.41 76.54 61.47 10−2 128 0 - - - - -
10−3 128 70 91.57 80.49 90.59 95.97 61.64 10−3 128 71 70.58 53.87 99.70 64.83 46.95
10−4 128 111 90.13 78.48 86.21 95.78 64.45 10−4 128 126 60.82 54.15 99.64 64.00 50.30

10−5 128 120 90.15 78.30 85.93 95.77 33.64 10−5 128 127 60.65 54.22 99.63 63.90 50.26
None 128 128 89.86 78.89 85.43 95.74 68.88 None 128 128 60.65 54.22 99.63 63.90 50.26

DSA

10−1 128 0 - - - - -

DSA

10−1 128 0 - - - - -
10−2 128 4 - - - - - 10−2 128 0 - - - - -
10−3 128 70 98.95 98.81 96.52 98.48 97.15 10−3 128 71 70.26 69.10 67.51 81.18 76.22
10−4 128 111 99.04 98.86 96.31 98.70 96.33 10−4 128 126 71.13 70.89 65.93 82.77 79.92

10−5 128 120 98.98 98.91 96.38 98.71 96.72 10−5 128 127 71.09 70.88 65.61 82.74 79.88
None 128 128 98.95 98.91 96.37 98.69 96.77 None 128 128 71.09 70.88 65.61 82.74 79.88

MDSA

10−1 128 0 - - - - -

MDSA

10−1 128 0 - - - - -
10−2 128 4 81.97 73.12 82.90 79.88 32.10 10−2 128 0 - - - - -
10−3 128 70 86.06 82.78 94.19 95.46 90.07 10−3 128 71 72.49 46.32 99.39 65.06 46.73
10−4 128 111 82.85 81.44 93.59 95.35 86.15 10−4 128 126 65.48 54.47 99.32 63.34 48.87
10−5 128 120 83.05 81.63 93.64 95.39 86.24 10−5 128 127 65.28 54.47 99.30 63.26 48.91

None 128 128 82.64 81.81 93.48 95.41 85.85 None 128 128 65.28 54.47 99.30 63.26 48.91

SV
H

N

LSA

10−1 128 42 90.38 79.19 99.99 92.29 92.57

C
IF

A
R

-1
00

LSA

10−1 64 30 65.77 52.85 61.31 - 88.83
10−2 128 127 91.92 80.76 99.97 93.15 93.90 10−2 64 64 68.68 52.95 61.93 - 89.69

10−3 128 128 91.90 80.65 99.97 93.08 93.85 10−3 64 64 68.68 52.95 61.93 - 89.69

10−4 128 128 91.90 80.65 99.97 93.08 93.85 10−4 64 64 68.68 52.95 61.93 - 89.69

10−5 128 128 91.90 80.65 99.97 93.08 93.85 10−5 64 64 68.68 52.95 61.93 - 89.69

None 128 128 91.90 80.65 99.97 93.08 93.85 None 64 64 68.68 52.95 61.93 - 89.69

DSA

10−1 128 42 90.97 81.12 100.00 95.09 96.20

DSA

10−1 64 30 62.33 47.33 59.12 - 84.74
10−2 128 127 90.98 81.27 100.00 95.22 96.38 10−2 64 64 63.93 52.68 60.14 - 85.61

10−3 128 128 90.99 81.27 100.00 95.23 96.39 10−3 64 64 63.93 52.68 60.14 - 85.61

10−4 128 128 90.99 81.27 100.00 95.23 96.39 10−4 64 64 63.93 52.68 60.14 - 85.61

10−5 128 128 90.99 81.27 100.00 95.23 96.39 10−5 64 64 63.93 52.68 60.14 - 85.61

None 128 128 90.99 81.27 100.00 95.23 96.39 None 64 64 63.93 52.68 60.14 - 85.61

MDSA

10−1 128 42 88.87 78.89 99.99 91.51 92.18

MDSA

10−1 64 30 66.09 52.93 62.02 - 87.12
10−2 128 127 91.52 80.61 99.94 92.96 93.92 10−2 64 64 68.49 53.04 62.40 - 88.16

10−3 128 128 91.53 80.59 99.94 92.89 93.85 10−3 64 64 68.49 53.04 62.40 - 88.16

10−4 128 128 91.53 80.59 99.94 92.89 93.85 10−4 64 64 68.49 53.04 62.40 - 88.16

10−5 128 128 91.53 80.59 99.94 92.89 93.85 10−5 64 64 68.49 53.04 62.40 - 88.16

None 128 128 91.53 80.59 99.94 92.89 93.85 None 64 64 68.49 53.04 62.40 - 88.16

Answer to RQ5: Even if the variance threshold is not a requisite for DSA and MDSA,
removing the neurons whose activation variance is lower than the threshold can improve the
performance of SA-based classifiers.

4.6 Scalability (RQ6)

A major computational bottleneck of SA comes from the number of training inputs and their di-
mensions. In this RQ, we provide a closer look at the execution time of running SA and find out
whether SA is scalable to a large dataset by using ImageNet (ILSVRC-2012) [54], which contains
about 1.2 million training images and has a large size of images (224 × 224 × 3). We use pre-trained
model, InceptionV3 [59] implemented in Keras that includes 93 activation layers.

To answer RQ6, we conduct the same experiment of Section 4.1 (RQ1) and Section 4.4 (RQ4) us-
ing a large dataset (ImageNet) and a corresponding complex model (InceptionV3). Figure 7 shows
the changes of accuracy when the validation inputs are sorted by their SA values and selected
to be fed into the model. ImageNet clearly shows the same trends with others as shown in Fig-
ure 2: it is hard to correctly classify the images with high SA values (blue dots), and vice versa
(red dots).

Next, we compare the tradeoff between correct ranks and execution time by sampling the train-
ing set. Table 6 shows the results: column tall represents the execution time in seconds when SA
values are computed from the original training set, and column tsample represents the execution
time in seconds from the sampled training set. Note that the results of LSA with sample rate of
0.1 are omitted since sampling 10% of the training set leads to a failure of KDE. SA computation
using the original training set takes more than 4 hours (>14,400 seconds) in both LSA and MDSA.
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Fig. 7. Changes of accuracy when inputs are selected by their SA values like Figure 2.

Table 6. Spearman’s Rank Correlation between SA Values of ImageNet: We Sample the Training Set

with 20 Repetitions and Compare the Rank from the Sampled Training Set to the Rank from the

Original Training Set

Sample LSA MDSA
Rate ρ p tall tsample speed-up ρ p tall tsample speed-up

0.1 - - - - - 0.75 0.00 15,304.25 1,617.41 9.46
0.3 0.92 0.00 16,276.06 5,024.07 3.24 0.96 0.00 15,304.25 4,689.12 3.26
0.5 0.98 0.00 16,276.06 8,236.69 1.98 0.99 0.00 15,304.25 7,736.77 1.98
0.7 0.99 0.00 16,276.06 11,445.60 1.42 1.00 0.00 15,304.25 10,784.34 1.42

Further analysis reveals that the forward-passes of the training inputs to extract ATs account for
most of the computational load: 67% and 72% of execution time are responsible for forward-passes.
The sample rate of 0.1 achieves the highest speed-up 9.46x as expected, and in this case, MDSA
computation only takes 26 minutes (1,617 seconds). However, the correlation is less positive (0.75)
than sample rates of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, whose correlation coefficients are greater than 0.96.

Answer to RQ6: Average speed-ups have similar trends with sample rate of (i.e., if we use
50% of the training set, then we achieve 50% of speed-up). When we use 10% of the training
set in ImageNet, MDSA only takes 26 minutes, suggesting that SA is applicable and scalable
to the complex model with large dataset.

4.7 Correlation between SAs (RQ7)

If the three types of SA are interchangeable, we can choose to use any type of SA to get the ranks,
or, as MDSA is shown to be faster than LSA and MDSA, we can pick MDSA as a default option.
We provide an answer to this question using Spearman’s rank correlation between two types of
SA on the same input set. There are three pairs of SAs: LSA-DSA, LSA-MDSA, and DSA-MDSA.
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Table 7. Spearman’s Rank Correlation between LSA,

DSA, and MDSA

DNN LSA − DSA LSA −MDSA DSA −MDSA
Model ρ p ρ p ρ p
MNIST 0.75 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.71 0.00
SVHN 0.86 0.00 0.94 0.00 0.85 0.00

CIFAR-10 0.10 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.23 0.00
CIFAR-100 0.79 0.00 0.94 0.00 0.76 0.00

Dave-2 - - 0.73 0.00 - -
Chauffeur - - 0.88 0.00 - -

To answer RQ7, we report the correlation coefficient and p-value of those three pairs using the
default setting specified in Table 2. Note that DSA is not computed on Dave-2 and Chauffeur, so
the results of LSA-DSA and DSA-MDSA are omitted for those two models.

The results in Table 7 show that all correlations are positive: average ρ is 0.72 and average
p-value is 0.00. The relationship of DSA of CIFAR-10 with LSA and MDSA has a relatively weaker
positive correlation than other cases (i.e., p-value is low), though LSA-MDSA of CIFAR-10 has a
strong positive correlation. Figure 5 explains this: Layer Id 6 (activation_6) of CIFAR-10’s LSA and
MDSA have similar ROC-AUC scores (e.g., scores of BIM-B are 99.63% and 99.27%, respectively,
and C&W are 50.26% and 48.86%), but DSA has different patterns of ROC-AUC scores (e.g., the
score of BIM-B is 65.61% and C&W is 79.88%). In this case, unlike LSA and MDSA, DSA interprets
the input surprises differently. But, it does not mean that DSA fails to capture the relative surprise
of inputs.

Answer to RQ7: All SAs have positive rank correlation for each other. LSA and MDSA
show similar trends, but for CIFAR-10, DSA alone shows different aspects of input surprise.
Given the results of the correlation analysis, we recommend the use of MDSA in a general ap-
plication scenario as it is computationally most efficient (as can be seen in the results for RQ6).

4.8 Retraining Guidance (RQ8)

To evaluate whether SA can guide additional training of existing DL systems with the aim of
improved accuracy against adversarial examples, RQ8 asks whether SA can guide the selection
of input for additional training. From the adversarial examples and synthesized inputs for these
models,9 we choose four sets of 100 images from four different SA ranges.

As shown in Figure 8, we divide the range of SA [L,U ] into four overlapping subsets: the
first subset including the low 25% SA values ([L,L + U−L

4 ]), the second including the lower half

([L,L + 2(U−L)
4 ]), the third including the lower 75% ([L,L + 3(U−L)

4 ]), and finally the entire range,
[L,U ]. These four subsets are expected to represent increasingly more diverse sets of inputs. We
set the range R to one of these four, randomly sample 100 images from each R, and train existing
models for five additional epochs. Finally, we measure each model’s performance (accuracy for
classifiers, MSE for Dave-2) against the entire adversarial and synthetic inputs, respectively. We
expect retraining with more diverse subset will result in higher performance.

Tables 8 and 9 show the impact of SA-based guidance for retraining of the models. The column
R from 1

4 to 4
4 represents the increasingly wider ranges of SA from which the inputs for additional

training are sampled; rows with R = ∅ show the performance of the DL system before retraining.

9We could not resume training of Chauffeur model for additional five epochs, which is why it is absent from RQ8.
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Table 8. Retraining Guided by SA: We Sample 100 Inputs from four

Increasingly Wider Ranges of SA: [L,L + U−L
4 ], [L,L +

2(U−L)
4 ],

[L,L +
3(U−L)

4 ], and [L,U ], and Retrain for Five Additional Epochs Using

the Samples as the Training Data, and Measure the Accuracy and MSE

Against the Entire Adversarial and Synthetic Inputs

DNN SA R FGSM BIM-A BIM-B JSMA C&W
Model μ σ 2 μ σ 2 μ σ 2 μ σ 2 μ σ 2

M
N

IS
T

∅ 12.29 - 0.87 - 0.87 - 9.75 - 9.66 -

L
SA

1/4 23.37 7.81 96.14 0.27 21.36 5.73 73.43 14.23 11.95 0.26
2/4 26.83 3.84 95.91 0.17 18.51 20.37 73.90 11.38 11.84 0.19
3/4 28.45 3.78 96.12 0.27 16.21 4.89 73.57 8.70 11.91 0.19
4/4 26.87 7.44 96.15 0.70 14.89 17.85 75.87 5.89 15.17 0.43

D
SA

1/4 24.57 10.03 95.63 0.98 10.88 5.59 73.52 6.17 13.06 1.65
2/4 28.03 5.55 96.05 0.56 23.11 20.16 74.02 8.40 12.46 1.00
3/4 27.67 9.28 96.31 0.19 17.06 23.93 75.58 6.93 12.46 0.91
4/4 28.86 7.17 96.07 0.47 14.39 12.24 75.93 5.63 15.63 0.54

M
D

SA

1/4 24.16 4.88 95.79 0.33 21.82 4.78 73.78 9.72 16.41 0.30
2/4 26.24 3.91 96.05 0.21 19.83 9.79 74.67 7.14 15.73 0.33
3/4 27.51 5.81 96.05 0.27 18.19 22.30 74.39 14.25 15.10 0.63
4/4 28.61 7.74 95.97 0.78 14.67 17.24 75.87 6.56 15.87 0.60

SV
H

N

∅ 3.70 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.34 - 0.00 -

L
SA

1/4 6.91 1.47 47.02 7.94 0.78 0.28 60.35 8.13 85.85 0.82
2/4 6.43 0.73 48.10 14.17 1.23 0.51 60.42 6.87 86.01 0.72
3/4 6.42 0.78 47.76 3.08 1.35 0.78 60.20 14.68 86.16 0.65
4/4 7.07 2.81 46.62 5.34 1.40 0.31 62.52 5.29 86.03 0.89

D
SA

1/4 7.09 2.12 46.99 10.81 0.56 0.30 62.93 5.84 85.86 1.08
2/4 7.61 1.86 48.46 7.26 1.08 0.37 62.17 4.29 85.79 0.71
3/4 7.03 2.99 48.14 6.01 1.49 1.57 61.78 8.22 85.92 1.17
4/4 6.49 0.74 48.47 5.81 1.52 0.98 62.23 12.92 86.10 0.41

M
D

SA

1/4 6.87 1.36 47.81 11.58 0.95 0.35 60.77 8.88 85.85 1.04
2/4 6.71 1.23 48.63 5.28 1.04 0.41 61.25 6.40 86.43 0.38
3/4 6.35 0.94 47.92 5.54 1.27 0.38 61.19 13.01 85.90 0.82
4/4 7.01 4.23 48.40 6.20 1.29 0.19 61.40 9.45 85.74 1.47

C
IF

A
R

-1
0

∅ 8.01 - 0.00 - 0.00 - 2.61 - 2.32 -

L
SA

1/4 12.77 0.87 32.33 6.55 0.23 1.02 34.93 5.75 36.23 16.10
2/4 13.05 2.14 33.71 9.50 0.00 0.00 34.56 7.37 44.01 8.55
3/4 13.35 2.39 32.86 7.39 0.00 0.00 35.13 7.28 46.15 12.20
4/4 14.45 3.31 33.45 7.48 0.64 2.67 34.55 9.19 45.69 4.53

D
SA

1/4 15.63 2.30 30.58 7.88 0.00 0.00 34.62 5.03 36.19 10.96
2/4 14.78 5.92 31.69 6.27 0.00 0.00 35.70 3.86 44.11 5.06
3/4 13.98 2.72 34.52 8.05 0.26 1.30 36.22 5.49 46.05 8.55
4/4 14.02 2.00 33.92 4.46 0.00 0.00 36.40 5.35 45.99 6.26

M
D

SA

1/4 13.65 1.25 31.74 4.86 0.00 0.00 34.28 4.83 34.70 13.66
2/4 13.82 2.05 32.83 3.78 0.00 0.00 34.57 5.13 43.51 7.06
3/4 13.57 1.32 33.44 4.53 0.51 2.46 35.73 2.86 45.24 8.06
4/4 14.18 2.63 34.30 4.11 0.26 1.30 36.47 8.13 46.30 2.24

C
IF

A
R

-1
00

∅ 13.14 - 44.36 - 17.55 - - - 0.00 -

L
SA

1/4 12.15 1.48 41.01 1.55 17.27 1.44 - - 26.75 5.98
2/4 12.88 1.33 40.47 2.93 16.93 1.64 - - 27.71 7.41
3/4 12.57 1.79 39.70 1.06 17.25 1.22 - - 28.83 10.40
4/4 13.02 1.75 40.59 1.53 17.55 1.17 - - 29.47 8.14

D
SA

1/4 12.79 0.77 41.30 1.22 16.96 1.04 - - 26.86 11.73
2/4 12.96 1.74 40.67 1.38 17.41 2.13 - - 27.54 8.71
3/4 12.22 2.50 40.05 2.61 17.47 1.17 - - 28.08 8.63
4/4 12.61 1.74 39.71 2.06 17.12 1.12 - - 28.35 8.92

M
D

SA

1/4 12.34 1.04 41.34 1.66 16.86 1.30 - - 27.09 7.18
2/4 12.52 1.29 40.04 2.99 17.21 1.51 - - 27.34 9.43
3/4 12.59 0.76 39.42 2.55 17.23 1.21 - - 29.03 8.84
4/4 12.94 1.70 39.86 2.53 17.31 1.92 - - 28.87 6.72

Sampling from wider ranges tends to improve the retraining accuracy.

Overall, there are 66 retraining configurations (3 SA types × 4 DL systems × 5 adversarial attack
strategies, and 2 SA type × 1 DL system × three input synthesis methods), each of which is evalu-
ated against four SA ranges with 20 repetitions to cope with the stochastic nature of the training
process. The columns μ and σ 2 contain the mean and variance of the observed performance metric
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Fig. 8. We divide the SA space into four ranges and randomly select 100 images for each range. We expect

that wider range will contain diverse inputs.

(i.e., the highest accuracy for classifiers, the lowest MSE for Dave-2). The best average performance
is typeset in bold.

The full range, 4
4 , produces the best retraining performance for 39 configurations, followed by

3
4 (11 configurations), 1

4 (8 configurations), and 2
4 (8 configurations). In particular, the 4

4 range is
effective against all attack strategies applied to Dave-2, regardless of the type of SA. However, we
would like to nuance our conclusion about retraining from the previous work [29] and more cau-
tiously state that SA alone likely is not enough to effectively guide retraining. Despite the overall
count-based aggregation which suggests 4

4 to be the best range, it is difficult to find a consistent
pattern between the SA ranges, attack strategies, and SA types. Further, even when the full range
outperforms others in terms of retraining performance, the effect sizes tend to remain small.

Taken altogether, the new results force us to focus on what SA works best for, which is to capture
the out-of-boundness of a new input: the capacity of SA to do so has been demonstrated not only
with RQ1, but also in its application to other domains [30, 31]. However, the set of inputs SA detects
to be out-of-bound with respect to the training data may not necessarily be the ideal set of inputs to
be added for further training of the model. There is no guarantee that these inputs represent what
the training data lack to result in a better trained DNN model. The fact that the input has a high SA
value is necessary for it to belong to the set of inputs needed for further retraining (simply because
it suggests that this input was not part of the training), but not sufficient (because there may be
other inputs that are more important for retraining). At least, our experiments to date have not
found a large benefit and more research will be needed to fully understand the effects. For example,
the amount and level of initial training, before retraining, might be a strong co-dependent factor,
either because for an untrained model any additional training might be beneficial or for a well-
trained model, there is a little differential benefit regardless of how training examples are chosen.
Further work is needed on the quantification of the exact contribution made by a specific set of
training data in order to both precisely measure the retraining impact and define the clear baseline.

Answer to RQ8: While using input sampled from the full SA range results in the largest
number of retraining results that outperform the original model accuracy, the results lack a
consistent trend that would support the effectiveness of SA guided retraining. We thus caution
against only using SA to guide retraining: it provides some guidance but there are additional
factors and further research on SA-guided retraining is needed before more detailed guidance
can be provided.
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Table 9. RQ8 Results of Dave-2 (Extension of Table 8)

DNN SA R SingleOcc MultiOcc Light
Model μ σ 2 μ σ 2 μ σ 2

D
av

e-
2

∅ 0.1520 - 0.1290 - 0.2490 -

LSA

1/4 0.0708 0.0007 0.0649 0.0002 0.0763 0.0002
2/4 0.0804 0.0005 0.0623 0.0001 0.0668 0.0002
3/4 0.0759 0.0010 0.0615 0.0000 0.0616 0.0001
4/4 0.0589 0.0001 0.0600 0.0000 0.0602 0.0000

MDSA

1/4 0.0801 0.0005 0.0628 0.0002 0.0678 0.0001
2/4 0.0770 0.0003 0.0636 0.0001 0.0690 0.0002
3/4 0.0691 0.0002 0.0653 0.0001 0.0609 0.0001
4/4 0.0622 0.0007 0.0597 0.0000 0.0579 0.0000

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY

The primary threat to internal validity of this study is the correctness of implementation of the
studied DL systems, as well as the computation of SA values. We have used publicly available
architectures and pre-trained models as our subjects to avoid incorrect implementation. SA com-
putation depends on a widely used computation library, SciPy, which has stood the public scrutiny.
Threats to external validity mostly concerns the number of the models and input generation tech-
niques we study here. It is possible that SA is less effective against other DL systems. While we
believe the core principle of measuring input surprise is universally applicable, only further ex-
perimentations can reduce this particular risk. Finally, threats to construct validity asks whether
we are measuring the correct factors to draw our conclusion. For all studied DL systems, activa-
tion traces are immediate artefacts of their executions and the meaning of output accuracy is well
established, minimizing the risk of this threat.

6 RELATED WORK

We structure related work into four different categories: test adequacy and testing techniques for
DL systems, related work based on SA, the general techniques that aim at quantifing uncertainly
in DL systems, and active learning (AL).

6.1 Testing DL Systems

A range of techniques has been recently proposed to test and verify DL systems. The existing
techniques are largely based on two assumptions. The first assumption is a variation of metamor-
phic testing [10, 46, 68]. Suppose a DL system N produces an output o when given i as the input,
i.e., N (i ) = o. Then, we expect N (i ′) 
 o when i ′ 
 i . Huang et al. [26] proposed a verification
technique that can automatically generate counter-examples that violate this assumption. Pei et al.
introduced DeepXplore [51], a white-box technique that generates test inputs that cause disagree-
ment among a set of DL systems, i.e., Nm (i ) � Nn (i ) for independently trained DL systems Nm and
Nn . Tian et al. presented DeepTest, whose metamorphic relations include both simple geometric
perturbations as well as realistic weather effects [61]. Guided by several coverage criteria, Deep-
Hunter [66] proposed fine grained mutation strategy to generate semantic-preserving tests and
outperformed DeepTest by achieving higher coverages.

The second assumption is that the more diverse a set of input is, the more effective it will be
for testing and validating DL systems. Pei et al. proposed NC, which measures the ratio of neu-
rons whose activation values are above a predefined threshold [51]. It has been shown that adding
test inputs that violate the first assumption increases the diversity measured through NC. Simi-
larly, DeepGauge introduced a set of multi-granularity coverage criteria that are thought to reflect
behaviors of DL systems in finer granularity [41]. While these criteria capture input diversity,
all of them are essentially count of neurons unlike SA, and therefore cannot be directly linked
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to behaviors of DL systems. We show that SA is closely related to the behaviors by training ac-
curate adversarial example classifiers based on SA. Apart from coverage criteria, other concepts
in traditional software testing have been reformulated and applied to testing of DL systems. Ma
et al. proposed DeepCT, which views ranges of neuron activation values as parameter choices and
applies Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) to measure interaction coverage [43]. SC is
different from DeepCT as SA aims at quantifing the amount of surprise, rather than simply to de-
tect surprise via increase in coverage. DeepMutation applies the principle of mutation testing to
DL systems by mutating training data, test data, as well as the DL system itself, based on source
and model level mutation operators [42].

6.2 Surprise Adequacy in the Literature

SA has been widely adopted as a test adequacy criterion in the literature since its introduction.
We briefly present some of the relevant work here, based on the recent work of Weiss et al. [64]
that contains a comprehensive review of SA. Out of 105 papers included in the review article,
15 directly study SA. We choose three representative papers [9, 20, 67] and discuss them below.
Further, to augment the review article with more up-to-date related work, we considered citations
of our conference article that appeared after January 2021, and choose five out of 52 papers that
directly studies SA [22, 31, 39, 48, 63]. In both cases, the remaining work simply mentions SA as
background or related work.

6.2.1 SA as a Baseline Metric. SA has been frequently compared with newly proposed test ade-
quacy metrics or testing techniques in several studies as a baseline. PRIMA [63] adopted mutation
testing to prioritize a test set that can kill (i.e., force them to produce different model outputs) more
mutated models. LSC and DSC were compared to PRIMA and the results suggested that PRIMA per-
formed better than them. On the same problem, TestRank [39] used DSA as a baseline to evaluate
bug-revealing capabilities of test inputs. DeepImportance [20] introduced an importance driven
test adequacy that assesses the semantics of neuron influence to enable layer-wise functional un-
derstanding of DL models. Their results showed that SA is complementary to DeepImportance.
The wide adoption of SA as a baseline shows its importance as a standard test adequacy metrics.

6.2.2 SA for Validating Existing Approaches. Some existing work use SA to validate newly pro-
posed DNN robustness metrics via their relationship to SA. Chen et al. [9] conducted an empirical
study that shows SC is correlated with the ratio of the number of adversarial test inputs. Among the
considered coverage criteria, LSC performed the best in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
Yan et al. [67] investigated whether the coverage criteria are correlated with model robustness
when SA is used to select adversarial examples. The results show that the coverage criteria do not
have a monotonic relationship between the coverage improvement and model robustness.

6.2.3 SA as a Part of the Proposed Approach. SA has also been used as an essential component
of other approaches. Kim et al. [31] evaluated the efficacy of SA on the NLP tasks such as text
classification or Named Entity Recognition (NER). In that work, SA is extended to consider
the multimodality of the NLP tasks and used to prioritize the inputs that can reveal the incorrect
behavior of the model. The results showed that multimodal variants of SA successfully applied for
NER tagging task. Ouyang et al. [48] used DSA to detect corner cases of DL models. The results
demonstrated that DSA performs well on detecting corner cases in both MNIST and industrial
dataset. Guerriero et al. [22] introduced DeepEST, an operational testing method to find failing
tests efficiently. LSA and DSA were adopted to make two variants of DeepEST, all of which pro-
vided accurate estimates compared to existing sampling-based techniques. SINVAD [28] is a test
data generation technique for DNN. It first constructs a latent semantic space of the given input
domain using Variational AutoEncoders (VAEs), and performs a search of the space guided
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by SA metrics: any datapoint in the latent space can be evaluated for its SA value after being
processed by the decoder of the VAE. Consequently, SINVAD can successfully synthesize new test
inputs with high SA values.

6.3 Uncertainty Quantification for DL Systems

Technically, SA can be regarded as one of the uncertainty quantifications for DL systems. We,
therefore, summarise two commonly used metrics in the ML literature [19]. First, Monte Carlo

Dropout (MC Dropout) [17] utilizes the dropout layers in DNN to formulate them as Bernoulli
random variables. By activating the dropout layers in a testing time with several forward passes
of the given input, MC Dropout builds an output distribution that enables us to compute the un-
certainty of the input. One of the advantages of using MC Dropout is that it does not need any
modifications to the model. However, it requires the model to have dropout layers for regularisa-
tion. Compared to SA that demands pre-calculation such as KDE or covariance matrix, its com-
putational costs entirely occurs at testing time. Second, having training several models with the
same structure but different initial seeds, Deep Ensembles [36] combines the predictions of several
models to capture the uncertainty. Despite its simple and effective methodology, the need to train
multiple models from the scratch results in substantial amounts of computational cost, which may
hinder practical applications.

6.4 Active Learning

AL aims at selecting minimal and valuable data to update the model [53]. With the recent advances
of DL that need a large labeled dataset, AL for DL has emerged. As the goal of AL is to prioritize
the inputs by their values to label them earlier, common approaches have been to measure their
uncertainties by MC Dropout [18] or to use a small proxy model for efficiency [11]. SA can substi-
tute the procedure of uncertainly quantification like MC Dropout. But if there are frequent model
updates, SA computation will be inefficient since every time model is updated, it requires a pre-
computation such as AT extraction and KDE. Future research directions include a focus on the
utility of SA in the AL setting.

7 CONCLUSION

We propose SA, which is a test adequacy metric for DL systems. It aims to quantitatively measure
how surprising each new test input is when compared to the training data. The intuition is that, if
a new input is surprising, i.e., more out-of-bound with respect to the distribution of the training
data, the input is also more likely to cause unexpected model behavior. SA realizes this intuition
by representing each input with the resulting model behavior: given an input, we capture the
Activation Trace, the collection of neuron outputs produced by the model under test. Consequently,
if the AT vector of a new input is far away from the AT vectors of the training data, the model is
likely to behave in a different and unexpected way.

Our empirical evaluation shows that SA can capture the degree of out-of-distribution of inputs
accurately, and can perform as a good indicator of how DL systems will behave against new, pre-
viously unseen inputs. This article extends the original conference article with additional research
questions that present more comprehensive empirical evaluations of SA using one of the largest
image classification benchmarks, ImageNet. Furthermore, we consider the scalability of SA, and
evaluate its sensitivity to its internal hyperparameters.
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